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ABSTR
RACT
Data enveelopment analysis (DEA)) and balancced scorecarrd (BSC) aree
two well--known apprroaches for measuring performance
p
e of decisionn
making units
u
(DMU
Us). BSC iss especiallyy applied with
w
qualityy
measures,, whereas, when
w
the quaantity measurres are usedd to evaluate,
DEA is more
m
approppriate. In thhe real-worlld, DMUs usually
u
havee
complex structures
s
suuch as network structuress. One of thee well-knownn
network structures
s
is two-stage prrocesses with
h intermediate measures.
In this strructure, therre are two stages and eaach stage usses inputs too
produce outputs
o
separrately wheree the first stag
ge outputs are inputs forr
the seconnd stage. This paper deaals with inteegrated DEA
A and gamee
theory app
pproaches for evaluatingg two-stage processes.
p
Inn addition, itt
is an extension of DEA
A model based on BSC perspectives.
p
BSC is usedd
orize the efficiency
ef
measures undder two-stage process.
to catego
Furthermore, we prop
opose a two--stage DEA model with consideringg
leader-folllower struccture and inncluding mulltiple sub sttages in thee
follower stage.
s
To dettermine impoortance of eaach category of measuress
in a comppetitive envirronment, coooperative and non-coopeerative gamee
approaches are usedd. A case sttudy for meaasuring perfformance off
i presented to show the abilities of tthe proposedd
power plaants in Iran is
approach.
© 2015 IUST Publicatioon, IJIEPR, Vol.. 26, No. 3, All Rights
R
Reserved.

1. Introoduction1
This paper proposses and develops
d
an
a
wer plants by
b
approach aaimed at evaaluating pow
integratingg data envellopment anaalysis (DEA
A),
balanced scorecard
s
(B
BSC) and game theorry.
Conventionnal DEA models arre based on
o
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linnear progrramming foor evaluatinng relativee
effficiencies of decision makking unitss
(D
DMUs). DE
EA is introdduced by Chharnes et al..
[11] and is exxtended by Banker
B
et al.
a [2]. Withh
ussing DEA, the relativee efficiencyy of DMUss
thhat producce multiplee outputs by usingg
m
multiple
inpuuts, is calcculated by assigning
a
1
foor efficientt DMUs and
a
less than
t
1 forr
innefficient DMUs [1].
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Since DEA was introduced in 1978, there
have been various applications in many
different areas such as healthcare systems,
university departments, criminal courts,
military operations, information system
projects, human resources, bank branches,
power
plants,
mining
operations,
manufacturing productivity and transportation
evaluation [3-10].
On the other hand, balanced scorecard is one
of the most popular approaches for measuring
performance of DMUs. Balanced scorecard
was suggested by Kaplan and Norton [11].
The BSC allows managers to control and
evaluate their organizations from four
important perspectives including the learning
and growth, financial, customer and internal
process perspectives. Applications of the BSC
approach have been increased in various
scientific and business research fields such as
SCM, R&D projects, financial analysis,
strategic planning, e-commerce and ebusiness projects [12-15].
The BSC is usually applied for measuring
performance of an organization at the firm
level. Also, it is embedded extensively in
other methodologies such as DEA. When the
quantity measures are used to evaluate, DEA
is more appropriate. This is because DEA
models can integrate unlike inputs and
outputs to make simultaneous comparisons of
DMUs [16]. However, when the quality
measures are applied, BSC is a better
approach than others. Additional information
for integrating DEA and BSC can be found in
[17-20].
One of the points that must be considered in
usage of DEA is relationship between the
number of DMUs and the number of
inputs/outputs. Managers wish to apply a
large set of indicators as well as classify them
in order to present a relatively comprehensive
evaluation. However, if all indicators are
considered, the existing models may be failed.
With decreasing in the number of DMUs, the
error of the production frontier estimation
increases, and the possibility of domination
for each DMU decreases by others. Therefore,
the numbers of efficient DMUs increase. In
practice, a finite number of units are used for
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evaluating. There are sufficient units in some
cases such as bank branches or schools
whereas; there is no access to a large number
of units in many other cases such as power
plants. In other words, there are many inputs
and outputs that decision makers are
interested in using them in evaluation, but the
number of DMUs is not sufficient. On the
other hand, it is important for managers that
their considered measures are used in
evaluation, but it is not impossible in
conventional DEA models. In this research,
measures classifications have been divided
into four categories according to BSC
framework which can be used for more
realistic evaluation of power plants. This
paper is aimed to overcome the standard
models limitations and to discriminate among
DMUs. In addition, DMUs do be compared
by four different categories of measures in the
competitive environment. For this purpose,
bargaining game as a cooperative game model
and the conventional DEA models are
combined.
In the following, some basic researches as
well as the backgrounds of evaluation of
power plants are briefly reviewed. One of the
first papers for evaluating power plants with
using DEA was published by Golany et al.
[21] in 1994. They measured and evaluated
the operating efficiency of power plants in the
Israeli Electric Corporation. Emphasis is
placed on the process of screening the list of
potential input and output factors and
determining the most relevant ones.
Cook et al. [22] proposed an approach based
on DEA to evaluate DMUs in different
hierarchies and groups. They used two
different types of aggregation methods. The
first involves hierarchical evaluation and the
second evaluates DMUs in groups. Korhonen
and Luptacik [23] proposed two different
approaches based on DEA for ecological
analysis. In the first approach, they measured
technical and ecological efficiencies. In the
second approach, they considered pollutants
as inputs when increasing desirable outputs
and decreasing pollutants. Their proposed
approaches were applied for measuring
efficiency of 24 power plants in a European
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country. Another approach for evaluating
power plants can be found in [24]. It has
proposed an approach based on the additive
DEA to evaluate economic and environmental
efficiency of district heating plants.
Cook and Zhu [25] considered a state that
power plants have been divided into groups.
Each group must be evaluated under its own
assumptions. They used DEA and goal
programming for obtaining commonmultiplier set. For this purpose, they
minimized the maximum discrepancy among
the within-group scores from their ideal
levels. They applied this approach for
evaluating a set of power generating units,
where each power generating unit contains a
set of units under a common plant
management.
Sarica and Or [26] used DEA to analyze and
compare the performance of electricity power
plants in Turkey. They considered 65 thermal,
hydro and wind power plants from private
and public sectors. In their study, the results
for public versus private sector plants and
natural gas plants versus coal and oil fired
plants have been discussed. Barros and
Peypoch [27] used a two-stage procedure to
analyze the technical efficiency of Portuguese
thermoelectric power generating units. In the
first stage, they estimated the relative
technical efficiency by using DEA to
determine which power plants are efficient. In
the second stage, bootstrapped procedure is
applied to estimate the efficiency derivers.
Also, Sozen et al. [28] applied DEA for
measuring efficiency of power plants in
Turkey by using two basic DEA models
(CCR and BCC) to compare and analyze
results to offer suggestions to reveal the
redundancies in the input variables for the
reduction in the environmental effects.
Azadeh et al. [29] proposed a flexible and
dynamic algorithm for assessing, ranking, and
optimizing of utility sectors. Input-oriented
CRS, input-oriented VRS, COLS, and SFA
models are applied for estimating the
efficiency scores of utility sectors. They
applied the proposed algorithm on two real
case studies. One of the case studies was
about the Iranian electricity distribution
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sectors. They claimed their proposed
algorithm provides comprehensive solutions
for policy making process through integrating
various ranking methods.
Sueyoshi and Goto [30] proposed an approach
based on non-radial DEA for evaluating
power plants with considering operational,
environmental and both-unified efficiency
measures of US coal-fired power plants. They
applied non-radial DEA to measure
operational efficiency on desirable outputs
and environmental efficiency on undesirable
outputs. Also, Sueyoshi and Goto [31] applied
the new type of unified measures. They
divided inputs classification into energy and
non-energy inputs. It is important for
managers to incorporate two separations
inputs (desirable and undesirable outputs as
well as energy and non-energy inputs). In
their research, both of inputs and outputs
classification have been divided into two
categories which can be used for more
realistic evaluation of power plants. The
related discussion on integrating DEA and
game theory is found in the recent paper of
Jahangoshai-Rezaee et al. [32].
The CRS model assumes that the DMUs are
operating at an optimal scale. Also, it has
been used for evaluations when all DMUs
operate
in
similar
conditions
and
environments. This model permits a measure
of global technical efficiency to be obtained
without variations in returns to scale. In the
real world, however, this optimal behavior is
often precluded by some factors such as
imperfect competition. Banker, Charnes and
Cooper [3] have extended DEA to the case of
variable returns to scale (VRS). This model
distinguishes
between
pure
technical
efficiency and scale efficiency (SE),
identifying if increasing, decreasing or
constant returns to scale are present. We use
CRS model in this research, because all
power plants are in Iran and they operate
under similar conditions. Although we can
use VRS model, but the contribution of this
paper is not comparison of CRS and VRS
models.
This paper is organized as follows: The
performance measures under two-stage
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process are defined based on BSC
perspectives in Section 2. The DEA-game
theory evaluation model is given in Section 3.
Section 4 presents a case study of power
plants to show the abilities of the proposed
approach. Finally, summary and conclusion
are given in Section 5.
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2.

Definition of Measures Based on
BSC Perspectives
Kaplan and Norton [11] defined four
perspectives
including
the
financial,
customer, internal process, as well as learning
and growth perspectives. The structure of
measures (inputs and outputs) according to
BSC perspectives is defined in this section.
Based on this framework, the structure of
performance evaluation is proposed as Fig. 1.

Fig 1. Structure of power plants performance evaluation
The perspectives are divided into two stages.
The second stage includes financial
perspective. It is considered as the leader
stage, because the goals of each company
should satisfy the stockholders. The
measurements from financial perspective
indicate “whether the company’s strategy,
implementation,
and
execution
are
contribution to bottom-line improvement”
[11]. For this stage, we define total revenue
(TR) (billions of monetary unit) as desirable
output and also CO2 emission (1000 ton) as
undesirable output. We consider CO2
emission as financial output because power
plants pay heavy fines proportional to the
amount of pollution. The first stage (follower
stage) consists of three parallel sub stages.
According to BSC perspectives, these sub
stages include: customer, process and human
resources and learning perspectives. Each sub
stage includes separate inputs and common

outputs. Common outputs as intermediated
measures are the second stage inputs. The
total amount of electricity generated (EG)
(MWh) and total hours of operation (THO)
per period are considered as intermediate
measures. The first sub stage in the follower
stage is the customer perspective. This
perspective can force the companies to view
their performance through customers’ eyes.
Customer perspective inputs include: ratio of
planned outage count and unplanned or forced
outage count to total properly operated hours
(%). Outages count (planned and forced) is
very important for power distribution
companies as the costumers of power plants.
Less outages count provides more stable
services of power distribution companies for
final customers. The human resources and
learning inputs include: total cost of training
(TCT) (billions of monetary unit), number of
operational employees (OE) and number of
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non-operational
employees
(NOE).
Generation capacity (GC) (MW), amount of
fuel consumption (FC) (terajoule) and internal
consuming (IC) (MWh) are defined as
process perspective measures.
 The hypotheses on interrelationships
among four perspectives of these
measures are as follows: The factors of
customer, process and human resources
and
learning
perspectives
are
significantly related to the factors of
financial perspective.
 The
interrelationship
among
the
customers, process and learning and
human resources perspectives are
unknown and determined by game
models in competitive structure.
 The main goal of power plants policy is
satisfaction of stockholders. Therefore,
the second stage is considered as the
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leader and the first stage is considered as
the follower.
3.

DEA-Game Theory Evaluation
Model Based on BSC Perspectives
In this section, we propose the combined
DEA and game model to evaluate DMUs. The
concepts of non-cooperative and cooperative
games are used to develop conventional DEA
models for measuring performance. The
proposed approach optimizes the leader’s
efficiency score and then maximizes the
follower’s efficiency score while the
efficiency of the leader must be unchanged.
We firstly use non-cooperative game (leaderfollower) between two stages and secondly,
the cooperative game is used between sub
stages in stage 1. According to Fig. 1, for
notational purposes, we define:

n

No. DMUs

mc

No. inputs for customer perspective

mh

No. inputs for human resources and learning perspective

mp

No. inputs for process perspective

D

No. intermediate measures

s

No. outputs for financial perspective

v1

Inputs weight vector for customer perspective

v2
v3

Inputs weight vector for human resources and learning
perspective
Inputs weight vector for process perspective

w

weight vector for Intermediate measures

u

Outputs weight vector for financial perspective

x ijc

ith input for DMUj in customer perspective

x kjh
x qjp

kth input for DMUj in human resources and learning
perspective
qth input for DMUj in process perspective

z dj

dth intermediate measure

y rj

rth output for DMUj in financial perspective
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bargaining game model (Model 1) to obtain
substages and unified efficiencies.
On the other hand, the goal of bargaining
game is dividing the benefits between two
players. In bargaining game model [33], it is
assumed that the individual payoff is greater
than the individual breakdown payoff.
Breakdown payoffs are the starting point for
bargaining which represent the possible
payoff pairs obtained if one player decides
not to bargain with other players. If ui is the
utility function for player i (i=1,…,n), then it

3-1. Leader-Follower Formulation
As mentioned, stage 2 (financial perspective)
is more important than stage 1. Firstly, we
must calculate the efficiency of stage 2. When
the efficiency of stage 2 is kept constant, we
evaluate stage 1 by using follower model
when the sub stages in stage 1 bargain with
each other.
3-2. Bargaining Game for Follower Sub
Stages
The proposed efficiency models for
evaluation of two stages are presented
separately in this section. As mentioned, there
is no priority among substages in the follower
stage. In other words, the parallel stages must
be evaluated simultaneously and the
efficiencies should be kept constant relative to
each other. For this purpose, we apply

n

maximizes  u i  x   u i d  , where ui(d) is
i 1

the utility obtained if one decides not to
bargain with other players. Therefore, the
DEA-bargaining game model for follower
stage can be expressed as:

 w z   )(  w z
m ax (
 v x
 v x
 w z 
s .t .
 v x
 w z 
 v x
 w z 
 v x
 w z  1, j  1, ..., n
 v x
 w z  1, j  1, ..., n
 v x
 w z  1, j  1, ..., n
 v x
 u y 
 w z
 u y  1, j  1, ..., n
 w z
D
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1

,
1

,

dh  t hw d , dp  t pw d ,  r  t f u r , ic  t cv ic ,
 kh  t hv kh and qp  t pv qp . On the other hand,
we have following equations:

df  t f w d , dc  t cw d ,

D

 c
t
  d  c  df
tf


th
 h
 df
 d 
tf


t
  dp  p  df
tf


(2 )

On the other hand, we have  d 1w d z do  1 .
D

tp
tc
t
,  2  h and  3  ,
tf
tf
tf
the objective function is converted to
D
D
D
(1d 1df z do oc )(2 d 1df z do oh )(3d 1df z do op ).
By denoting 1 

Therefore, Model 1 can be expressed as
follows:

m ax (  1   oc )( 2   oh )( 3   op )
s.t.  1   oc

 2   oh
 3   op
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2
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where, o2* is the leader efficiency score. Also,

oc , oh and op are breakdown points for three

substages. i (i , j  1, 2,3 and i  j ) can be
j
the factors for determining value of each
perspective in comparison with other


perspectives. In other words, 1 and 1 are
2
3
the ratio of sum of weighted inputs for the
human resources and learning and the process
perspectives to sum of weighted inputs for the

customer perspective, respectively. Also, 2
3
is the ratio of sum of weighted inputs for the
process perspective to sum of weighted inputs
for the human resources and learning
perspective. It shows ratio of the weighted
value for each category of inputs to the
weighted value of another category. In fact, it
depicts each power plant in which category of
measures has a better performance than other
power plants.
3-3. Breakdown Points
To use Model 3 for measuring performance,
we need to calculate the breakdown points for
each sub stage in the follower stage.
Breakdown points are the efficiency scores
for DMUs under pessimistic conditions when
each DMU plays its own strategy versus other
DMUs optimal strategies. In this paper, we
propose the cross-efficiency approach to
determine the breakdown points.
The cross-efficiency score of a DMU by
using conventional DEA model is obtained by
the
set
of
optimal
weights
*
v 1*d ,...,v md
, u 1*d ,..., u sd* . Then cross-efficiency
of the specified DMU by using the weights of
other DMUs is defined as:
s

u z

Eqj  rm1

*
rq rj

viq* xij

,

q, j 1,...,n

(4)

i1

The average of all E qj (q=1,…,n) are the
cross-efficiency of DMUj (j=1,…,n) .
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Ej 

1n
Eqj
n q1

(5)

where, E j is cross-efficiency score for DMUj.
We use cross-efficiency approach to
determine breakdown points that are applied
in bargaining game model. Equation 6 is
proposed to be used to determine the
breakdown points.

j inf(Eqj )
q

(6)

Our suggested approach to obtain the
breakdown points is closer to reality.
According to this approach, the breakdown
points are calculated for three categories of
measures. We denote  cj ,  jh and  jp as
breakdown points in Model 3 for each
category of measures.
4. The Case Study and Analysis
In this section, we apply the data set to show
abilities of the approach for evaluating power
plants as well as some findings and outcomes.
The data have been collected for 20 Iranian
power plants in 2003 and has been displayed
in Table 1. The details of case study are
presented in Fig. 1. In the case study, two
stages behave as leader-follower game. Also,
each sub stage competes with other sub stages
to maximize its own efficiency when using
bargaining game. In other words, power
plants bargain to reach a level of agreement
among sub stages. The model does not make
distinguish between parallel sub stages. It is
caused that three parallel sub stages modify
their own efficiency until efficiency scores
reach to enough satisfaction level for parallel
sub stages. Therefore, they have motivation to
accept the scores because the bargaining
solution is a Pareto solution.
The data have been run with Model 3 and the
results have been analyzed to show abilities
of the approach. We first run the standard
DEA for three sub stages in the follower stage
and obtain the efficiency scores for each
category. Secondly, Model 3 is applied to
evaluate the efficiencies of power plants in
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the unified framework. Also, the breakdown
points for each category of measures are
calculated by Equation 6. Table 2 summarizes
the results of four perspectives in two-stage
structure and the relationships between
perspectives. The second column of Table 2
presents the efficiency of power plants for the
leader stage. The results of efficiency scores
for three sub stages in the follower stage are
shown in three next columns of Table 2.
Furthermore, in three last columns of Table 2,
the relationships between perspectives in the
follower stage are given. It is also shown
which categories of measures are more
effective in the performance of each power
plant.
Another finding in Table 2 is that there are
differences among the efficiency scores for
four perspectives when bargaining game
model is applied. With using the bargaining
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game model, most of the efficiency scores are
less than unity because the power plants
would lose their own efficiency scores in a
competitive environment. Fig. 2 compares
three categories of perspectives by the
efficiency scores for each power plant. In
fact, it shows power plants in which
perspectives have high efficiency and in
which perspective have low efficiency. In
addition, except PP12 and PP15, the
efficiency of customer perspective for other
power plants has the less variance and is
closer to each other than others. Afterwards,
the process, HR and learning and financial
perspectives are in the next order of ranks
respectively. According to Fig. 2, the
efficiencies of PPs in the customer and the
financial perspectives are sort of smaller and
greater than others respectively.

1.00

0.90

Efficiency score

0.80

0.70
Financial perspective
(Leader) efficiency

0.60

0.50

Customer perspective
efficiency

0.40

HR & learning perspective
efficiency

0.30

Process perspective
efficiency

0.20

Power plant
0.10

0.00
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Fig 2. Shift of efficiency scores for four perspectives
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Figs. 3, 4 and 5 depiict other finndings of th
he
T
show how muchh each pow
wer
research. They
plant losees its ow
wn efficienncy in eacch
perspectivee in the follower sttage. Fig. 3
shows thatt with apply
ying Model 3, PP12, PP
P15
and PP20 hhave not any
y changes inn efficienciees,
whereas P
PP10 has thhe greatest decrease in
performancce in the customer perspectiv
ve.
Also, PP144 has no chhange and PP10 has th
he
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grreatest decrrease in effficiency in the humann
reesources annd learning perspective (see Fig..
4)). Furtherm
more, accorrding to Fig.
F
5, thee
sttandard effficiency scoore of PP8, PP17 andd
PP20 are equaal to the scoore of the game
g
modell
g
deecrease inn
annd PP11 has the greatest
effficiency in
n the proccess perspeective withh
ussing Model 3.
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del 3 scoress for process perspecttive
Figg 5. Compa
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Fig. 6 compares three caategories of
perspectivees by the value of  i for eacch
power plaant. In factt, it shows each pow
wer
plant in which perspective
p
has bettter
her
performancce compareed to others.. On the oth
hand, it shoows a ratio of the weigghted value of
the ith peerspective inputs
i
to the
t
weighted
value of jtth perspectiive inputs. For this caase


study, the value of 1 and 1 for
f most PP
Ps
2
3
hows the im
mportance of
are less thhan 1. It sh
customer perspective is morre than th
he
nd learningg and proceess
importancee of HR an

An Integrated
I
Appproach for Measuring
M
Perrformance. . .

peerspectives in the folllower stagge. But forr
PP9, PP10, PP12 an
nd PP15, customerr
peerspective uses fewerr inputs thaan HR andd
leearning perrspective. Also, this conditionn
saatisfies beetween cusstomer annd processs
peerspectives for PP10
PP12 and PP15.
1 ,
2
W
Whereas,
for most PPs
P are greater than 1..
3
Itt shows thaat process perspectives
p
uses moree
innputs than HR and leaarning persspective. Inn
otther words, the HR annd learning perspective
p
e
iss more impoortant than process
p
persspective forr
evvaluating off PPs.


3.50
3.00
2.50
Custo
omer and HR & learning
persp
pectives
2.00

Cutomer and proceess
pectives
persp

1.50

HR & learning and
d process
persp
pectives

1.00
0.50
0.00
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
3 14 15 16 17
7 18 19 20

f effect off each persspective in comparison
c
n with the other
o
Fig 66. Visual deescription for
perspective
p
es
5.
Summarry and conclusion
This paperr has presennted an inteegrated DEA
ABSC-gamee theory approach to evaluaate
decision m
making un
nits. The measures
m
a
are
categorizedd into tw
wo-stage strructure. Th
he
second staage has been considdered as th
he
leader and includes financial perrspective. Th
he
posed according to theese
model has been prop
veloped as an extendeed
assumptionns and dev
DEA modeel. Both of the
t cooperaative and nooncooperative games have
h
been used in th
he
model. Thee case studyy of Iranian power plannts

o show the
t
abilitiees of thee
prresented to
prroposed approach.
a
This model
m
cann
diiscriminate among power plaants moree
efffectively. In
I addition,, power plaants can bee
coompared by
y different categories
c
o measuress
of
inn two-stage leaderr-follower structure.
M
Moreover,
w can deterrmine that each
we
e
powerr
pllant in which caategory has
h
betterr
peerformance compared to other cattegories. Inn
adddition, thee results off the case study givee
m
more
practiical and managerial
m
views too
m
managers
and policy maakers.
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